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LE

COMPTOIR
FRANÇAIS
DU THÉ

Blessings
of tea

ACTION ON THE
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
Theine acts on the myocardium
through the nervous system.

LAISSEZ VOTRE GOURMANDISE
PARTIR EN VOYAGE !
Oolong caramel
beurre salé
p. 30

Welcome to Comptoir Français du Thé !
Think that each cup of tea is a genuine journey of senses; this is the
philosophy that has been at the heart of Comptoir Français du Thé, for
more than 30 years. With about 200 references of teas and herbal teas,
carefully selected in tea gardens around the world, each cup offers a
perfect combination of flavors and a journey towards the pleasure of
tasting.

Where can you find our teas accross the world?

EFFECTIVE HELP DURING DIETS
Calorie and sodium-free, it helps
to dissolve dietary fat. Suits for
salt-free diets. Very diuretic.
AND ALSO…
Tea protects the body from
harmful effects of free radicals
thanks to polyphenols.

germany
Belgium
France

Japan

Switzerland Kazakhstan
Saudi
Arabia

Taiwan
China
Hong-Kong

U.A.E.

Cambodia
Réunion
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ACTION ON THE DIGESTION
Action of the theine on the
digestive secretions and on
the muscular system.
ACTION ON THE INTELLECT

Russia

guadeloupe

ACTION ON THE
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
Stimulation and increase
on the lung flow.

Nouméa

After parties or holidays the
tea can be a precious help
in case of hungover.
Furthermore, tea is traditionally
drunk in the afternoon with
delicious cakes and pastries
for a greedy break… So we
can’t wait for drinking our tea!

“ A tea world which
make the buds
travel ”
7

Introduction > How to prepare tea

HOW TO

PREPARE
TEA
DOSING THE TEA
It’s difficult to answer a question which looks simple, because tea kettles
and cups change a lot. In average, we recommend a full teaspoon (2g)
for a 10cl cup and a 5 minutes infused time. We also recommend not
adding the extra teaspoon for the kettle. First of all, it’s all about pleasure
around a good cup of tea.

TEMPERATURE
& INFUSED TIME
Our teas and herbal tea require a great quality of water. A perfect water
would be a filtered or a spring water.

Black tea

95°

Big leaves

3/5 mn

Small leaves

3/4 mn

Flavored

4/5 mn

Green teas

Thé à la rose
Congou
p. 18

Green tea

75°C

Oolong

80°C

White tea

70°C

3 mn
Flavored green teas
Oolong
7/10 mn
Flavored Oolong
White teas
Shaped teas

7/15 mn

Flavored whites
Rooibush

Rooibush

95°C

Blend

90°C

5 mn
Flavored Rooibush
Blends
4 mn
Flavored blends
Plants

Herbal tea

95°C

Fruits and Plants

5 mn

Fruits
5°C

Cold

2-6 H

75-95°C

Hot

5 to 10 mn

Iced tea

It is important to please yourself and enjoy all flavorings coming
from your cup of tea.
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RANKS
OF TEA

Sencha
de la Vahiné
p. 29

BLACK TEAS RANKING

COMPTOIR’S OPINION
We don’t talk about leaf size but rank.

BIG LEAVES TEAS

O.P.
F.O.P.
G.F.O.P.
T.G.F.O.P
F.T.G.F.O.P.
F.T.G.F.O.P.1.
S.F.T.G.F.O.P.
P
P.S.
S

Orange Pekoe: 20 to 30mm
Flowery Orange Pekoe: 8 to 15 mm
Golden Flowery Orange Pekoe
Tippy Golden Flowery Orange Pekoe
Finest Tippy Golden Flowery Orange Pekoe
Finest Tippy Golden Flowery Orange Pekoe One
Special Finest Tippy Golden Flowery Orange Pekoe
Pekoe
Pekoe Souchong
Souchong

Noël Boréal
p. 17

Tea ranks are defined during production. When there is a B in the rank,
it’s about a small leaves tea – because B means Broken. Smallest leaves
are ranked as Fannings (F) or Dust and there are 1 mm to 1,5 mm long.
Be aware that bigger leaves mean better tea. It’s about personal tastes.
The only way to appreciate tea flavors is to try them.

SMALL LEAVES TEAS

Keemun
Congou FOP
p. 39

B.O.P.
F.B.O.P.
G.B.O.P.
G.F.B.O.P.
T.G.B.O.P.
B.P.S.

Broken Orange Pekoe : 1,5 to 2 mm
Flowery Broken Orange Pekoe
Golden Broken Orange Pekoe
Golden Flowery Broken Orange Pekoe
Tippy Golden Broken Orange Pekoe
Broken Pekoe Souchong

GREEN TEAS RANKING

Darjeeling FOP
Selim Hill Bio
p. 41

“It’s all
about
personal
tastes”

Names of different shapes of green tea depend on their origin, local /
regional naming or production methods.
The reason comes from the green tea producers have never been
subject to the British influence, so they don’t follow the ranking used
by other countries.
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teas

12

FL AV O R ED T EA S

flavored
13

GREEN TEA

Chr!tmas
by
COMPTOIR
FRANÇAIS
DU THÉ

Guruchka - p. 23

NOUVEAU

Vanille Chantilly - p. 22

Thé des Amoureux - p. 33

Connivence - p. 26

Grand Earl Grey - p. 16

Jasmin avec fleurs - p. 26

Kimono - p. 26

Christophe Colomb* - p. 18

Thé des Oasis - p. 25

Oolong Caramel - p. 30

VEN
TC
ALE
ND
AR

OUR SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS
SELECTION

Japan Lime - p. 29

AD

D!cover

Kama Sutra - p. 32

FL AV O R ED T EA S

Cocktail d’Orient
p. 29

*Available while stocks last
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Tea > Flavored Teas > Black teas
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Flavored

Black
teas
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Comptoir Français du Thé develops
and creates tea recipes using different
origins of tea.
To create a mix is, after all, a melody
and journey of senses.
Smell, see, touch, taste and hear our
tea leaves which break free when
meeting water. We have to found
harmony and balance in tea and
flavoring.
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FL AV O R ED T EA S
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ref. 911 516

1

1 - 901 052 FRUITY

EARL GREY IMPÉRIAL
A cup with a gently bergamot flavor
exhaling its freshness in the long run.

2 - 901 053 FRUITY

VRAC

SWEET EARL GREY
An Earl Grey with a velvety cup.

3 - 901 089 FRUITY
2

4 - 901 299

VRAC

VRAC

EARL GREY FLOWERS

All the splendor of bergamot with accents of
“orange blossom”, enhanced with mallow
flowers.

VRAC

FRUITY

EARL GREY

LE ROYAL EARL GREY
BY NINA’S

ORGANIC EARL GREY
With a base of on China organic tea, it has
the strong and fresh flavour of bergamot,
without bitterness.

A mild Keemun combined with the freshness
of the bergamot from Sicily. An ancient recipe
bequeathed to Charles Earl Grey by a Chinese
high official ... A classical timeless.

5 - 901 071 FRUITY

VRAC

8 - 901 038

as
X-Ma
e
T

EARL GREY SUPÉRIEUR
A great classic with a blend of China and
India teas.

6 - 901 096 FRUITY

The fruity round notes of the Ceylan OP tea
blends beautifully with the vividness of the
bergamot flavour.

+

911 516 -

20

916 816 -

901 571

as
X-Ma
e
T

SPICY

VRAC

CHRISTMAS BLACK TEA
The bitter orange mixes with theardor of
spices into sweet peppery flavor matching
Christmas cakes.

+

VRAC

BLACK TEA
WITH BERGAMOT

16

7 - 901 120

VRAC

20

916 827

9 - 901 227

SPICY

VRAC

STAR OF THE 25TH

The softness and smoothness of the
cherry envelopes the subtle scent of
almond. Enhanced with a hinge of spices,
this blend offers a bright flavour.

10 - 901 279 SPICY

13 - 901 082 FRUITY

VRAC

LE THÉ DE NOËL
EN ALSACE

as
X-Ma
e
T

Marriage of citrus and spices for this
Christmas tea whose name comes
from Alsace. Enjoy with “Bredele”
(Christmas biscuits in Alsatian).

+

911 526 -

20

916 838

11 - 901 051 SPICY

VRAC

TRAVELER’S TEA

A blend combining the classic timeless
bergamot to the unusual flavor of spices.

12 - 901 097 GREEDY

EXCLUSIVE
VANILLA TEA

VRAC

VRAC

ORANGE DOUCE
EXCELSIOR

This tea delivers a steaming brew unlike
anything you’ve ever tasted. The flavor
is, as its name suggests, a bit wild and
sweet, and very orange. It is perfect
anytime from sunrise to sunset. And
it’s beamingly refreshing served either
hot or iced.

14 - 901 395 SPICY

VRAC

THE WONDERFUL
CHAI

Just a hint of tea (Ceylan), a pinch of 5
remarkable spices (cardamom, cinnamon,
ginger) and a big dose of talent. With a drop
of milk, this Chai reaches new peaks.

This exclusive Vanilla tea combines rich
black tea with real vanilla beans which
gives you a deep flavor that has hints
of sweet earth, tropical flowers, and dark
rum ! This exotic tea is a great addition
to your morning breakfast.
17

Tea > Flavored Teas > Black teas
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Guruchka
p. 23

ref. 911 508

VRAC

LEMON-LIME TEA

Relax! Let your taste buds make you to white
sand beaches and the refreshing sea wind!
The lime hint contrasts with black tea to let
your thoughts travel.

15 - 901 076 FRUITY

VRAC

MANGO TEA
FL AV O R ED T EAS

This tea has notes of sweet fresh mangos,
pineapples, and mallow flowers. This tea
is very smooth and has a sweet taste with
an almost honey like finish that enhances
the natural mango flavors. Serve over ice
for a real summer treat !

16 - 901 077 FRUITY

VRAC

PASSIONFRUIT TEA

A sensual and tropical blend of rare passion
flowers and fruits with lovely flower petals
creates a most irresistibly flavored beverage
when paired with this special blend of black
teas.

17 - 901 087 FRUITY

VRAC

SUPERIOR VANILLA
TEA

17

15

According to the International Ice Cream
Association, vanilla is by far the most popular
flavor, getting a full 23% of all ice cream
consumption. Inspired by this love of vanilla,
we have created this vanilla tea with his
delectable flavor of sweet.

19 - 901 340 GREEDY

VRAC

LOVE UNDER THE
ALMOND TREE

All you need is Love and Hot water. With its
almond and raspberry notes, this eternal and
tasty tea that reminds of a delicious pastry.

20 - 901 035 FRUITY

VRAC

FLOWERS OF JUNGLE
This colourful tea, combining multiple
flavours takes the most demanding palate
along a subtile fruity walk. Indulge your
taste buds and your eyes. Give it a try.

16

19

21

VRAC

CONGOU ROSE TEA

Quality China black (Congou) tea is scented
with rose blossoms, creating a popular, light,
naturally scented, sweet cup. It is excellent
with sweets. Also delicious chilled.

18

18 - 901 090 ETERNAL

FL AV O R ED T EA S

14 - 901 070 FRUITY

21 - 901 026 FRUITY

VRAC

JARDIN DE COLETTE
Sweet succulent pears effortlessly
complement red berries in this light
sweet tea. Live life with a bit more flavor !

19
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ref. 911 522

28 - 901 339 GREEDY

VRAC

SOUVENIRS
DE MADELEINE*
22 - 901 122
24

FRUITY

FRUITY

ORGANIC BLOOD
ORANGE

LE MERVEILLEUX
QUATRE FRUITS
ROUGES BY NINA’S

Intense and flavorful fresh citrus character
with a delicate sweetness reminiscent of
freshly squeezed oranges, which helps
round out the natural astringency of the tea.
Brew yourself a pot, pour a cup, and toast
the sun-drenched coast of Sicily.

23 - 901 375 FRUITY

VRAC

LA BELLE ET LA BAIE
Its malicious cup harbors sensual red and
black wild fruits notes ready to be bitten.
An unforgettable forest Tea time.

20

24 - 901 297

VRAC

A mixture madly fruity blend of black tea.
Cherry, raspberry, strawberry, currant...
A medley of red fruits to awake your
gourmandise.

25 - 901 019 FRUITY

MONA LISA

VRAC

Sipping this fragrant, fruit-filled blend
delivers many smiles because of the
tantalizing combination of strawberries
and peaches intermingling with the
sweet perfume of coconuts. Immerse
yourself in this flavorful delight.

VRAC

26 - 901 016 FRUITY

VRAC

RED BERRIES TEA

This gourmet composition of premium
black tea with summer berries is always
a hit. A sweet blend of black tea and
subtle berry flavour, perfect for a desert
tea or dieters.

27 - 901 281 FRUITY

POMPON

VRAC

An anthology of flavors, a fruity bouquet
where mango and pineapple subtly take
you to the first prize, that is to say, the
cantaloupe, with a sweet delicate flavor
that captivates your palate.

+ Also available in iced tea

*Available while stocks last

The smell of the sponge finger cakes
just out of the oven is combined with the
memories of our childhood 5 o’clock teas
with Madeleine cakes. Ceylon black tea
perfumed with the famous Madeleine.

+

911 522

29 - 901 044 GREEDY

ALEXANDRA

The subtle composition of red fruits and
citrus gives a fresh tea, tangy and sweet
at once. A summer-anytime treat,
delectable both hot or cold.

32 - 901 251 FLORAL

A must-have tea from the moment the
firstfrost appears. Citruses blend with
spices and almond in a comforting cup.

WINTER TEA

VRAC

VRAC

SWEET HOME*

30 - 901 043 GREEDY

31 - 901 029 GREEDY

VRAC

VRAC

VIOLETTE MON
AMOUR

All the scents of the Southwest of France
in this tea. Let yourself be seduced by
the mythical violet, the fragrance of which
enchanting and sweet, was accredited
an aphrodisiac power …

A “cocooning” mix where the smooth
chocolate and vanilla notes mingle with
sweet of caramel and the perk of coffee,
to warm the body and the soul. Enjoy with
friends and family this winter season.
21

Tea > Flavored Teas > Black teas
33

41

39

39 - 901 292 GREEDY

34

MACARON

ref. 911 151

The crunchy macaroon and strawberry
fruitiness that nicely enhances black tea, the
dream of pastry.
37

37 - 901 045 GREEDY

VRAC

LES CONTES
DE MON ENFANCE

FL AV O R ED T EAS

20

916 826

35 - 901 050 GREEDY

35

20

916 808
VRAC

RUSCHKA RUSSIAN
TASTE

40

Try this tea for the subtle aromas of orange
and lemon, enhanced with a touch of sublime
bergamot. This tea could grace the courts of
St. Petersburg.

42 - 901 115

VRAC

VRAC

FRUITY

ORGANIC RUSSIAN
TASTE

LE QUATRE HEURES
Light, fruity, this gourmet tea enhances
the tea time with flavors of strawberry
and rhubarb.

36 - 901 298

911 508 -

41 - 901 017 FRUITY

For all chocolate addicts! The unmistakable
taste of Italy’s most popular dessert is
captured in a cup of dreamy chocolate bits,
paired with almond brittles and finished with
the slightest hint of bitter orange zest.

A very creamy dreamy whipped vanilla
cream, a real sin of indulgence!
911 151 -

VRAC

+

COULEUR CHOCOLAT

VANILLE CHANTILLY

+

This citrus and bergamot mix based on
a Ceylon black tea makes our « Goût Russe »
a classic, fresh and shiny cup.

Guess… is it tea or coffee? The crispy
coffee bean is associated with the
unctuousness of a gourmet chocolate
for indulgence. Succumb to the temptation
of this absolute delicacy.

38 - 901 049 GREEDY

VRAC

VRAC

BLACK TEA WITH
CITRUS, BERGAMOT

VRAC

CAPUCCINO

A traditional tea nicely revised with malice.
Once upon a time a magnificient red fruits
tea. What a surprise once he discovered
some pieces of caramal on his pathway.

34 - 901 054 GREEDY

40 - 901 036 FRUITY

38

A great classic, this premium tea is fused
with all natural a blend of bergamot and
citrus.

VRAC

GREEDY

LE CÉLÈBRE THÉ
“JE T’AIME” BY NINA’S

45 36

42

All the tenderness and pleasure of a sweet
tea with hints of vanilla and caramel.
A mixture that will wrap you in softness
and warmth.

22

23

FL AV O R ED T EA S

33 - 901 346 GREEDY

VRAC

Tea > Flavored Teas > Green Teas

Flavored

Green
teas

4

Since XIXth century, many recipes
have been created in adding pieces
of fruits, flower petals or spices to tea
leaves.
These exalting and delicious cups
will not stop to making you travel…

1 - 901 107 FRUITY

1

VRAC

GRAND EARL GREY
SENCHA

5

A meeting between green tea and bergamot could
not be helped. The freshness of bergamot shakes
the flowing of Sencha so that “to try it is to love it” !

2 - 901 103 PLANT

VRAC

THÉ DES OASIS

+

911 513 - 20 916 813 Also available in iced tea

2

FL AV O R ED T EA S

FL AV O R ED T EAS

Symbol of hospitality and friendliness, this blend
of Gunpowder green tea and Moroccan mint, drunk
very hot or very sweet, is the national drink of northern
Africa. The tradition says that it is “Bitter as Death,
Sweet as Life and Soft as Love.”
901 572

3 - 901 131 PLANT

VRAC

ORGANIC MINT TEA

6

All the freshness and magic of mint tea. A blend of
green tea with spearmint. This traditional Moroccan
drink is a wonderful digestive aid, famous for its
anti-heartburn properties.

4 - 901 317 FRUITY

VRAC

CHERRY ON TOP

3

With sweet and soft flavors, cherry will bring
an acid touch and a spicy brightness from the
cinnamon. Discover the incomparable, elegant
and sophisticated taste of this typical tea.

5 - 901 059 SPICY

VRAC

TAO TEA

A timeless tea by its warm notes of spices
and citrus. Ideal when the first frost comes.

6 - 901 119 SPICY

VRAC

ORGANIC GINGERLEMON TEA
24

A great mix of citruses in this lemon and orange
symphony. Sing with a heavenly aria of tea with
every sip ! Excellent hot or iced, this tea is an
excellent source of antioxidants and Vitamin C.

25

Tea > Flavored Teas > Green Teas
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ref. 911 511
VRAC

LA DEMOISELLE
DU MÉKONG
FL AV O R ED T EAS

A sensual Sencha which makes us travel.
Jasmine & roses petals are perfectly balanced with red fruits aromas gorged with sun.

8 - 901 106 FLOWERED

VRAC

HANA MATSURI

A gustative and visual poetry ! Plump jewels
of red berries, delicate roses and ambrosial
green tea are the honored guests in this
flavorful tea party. Each sip is a delightful
soiree for your tastebuds.

9 - 901 104 FLOWERED

VRAC

KING YASMIN

The jasmine flowers are first mixed and then
removed once the fresh leaves are “soaked”
the delicate scent of jasmine. A premium tea,
with harmonious expression between tea
and jasmine. Its leaves are easily recognized
with their silvery tips to the dot, his liquor
very “jasmine”, long in the mouth, speaks
with personality. Water temperature between
75-80 ° C.e.

10 - 901 280 FLOWERED

ROSE-LITCHI TEA

VRAC

An enchanting floral mix that will captivate
anybody with a romantic soul.

26

11 - 901 105 FLOWERED

15 - 901 132

VRAC

VRAC

FLOWERS OF JAPANESE FRUITY
ORGANIC LEMON TEA
CHERRY TREE
A green tea with hints of cherry and almond.
This combination produces a tempestously
sweet infusion.

12 - 901 102 FLOWERED

VRAC

GREEN TEA
WITH JASMINE

A major classic of Chinese green teas.
It has an intoxicating aroma and a balanced
and delicate flavor. This romantic tea may
be enjoyed any time of the day but is
especially pleasant in the evening.

+

911 520 -

20

916 825

13 - 901 337 FLORAL

VRAC

PERLES DE JASMIN

A green tea with fresh and floral notes where
the most beautiful buds of tea were selected
to be associated to flowers of jasmine.

14 - 901 116

16 - 901 060 FRUITY

FRUITY

ORGANIC ORANGELEMON TEA

An outstanding mix of citruses. A pleasant
blend of tart citruses with the sweetness
of green tea. Makes a lovely iced green tea.

15

13

16

VRAC

SPRING TEA

Flowers insolently flirt with red fruits and
orchard fruits in this spring symphony.
Immerse yourself in this flavorful delight.

17 - 901 110 FRUITY

VRAC

GREEN TEA
WITH BERRIES

This Sencha sprinkled with redcurrants,
gives off the scent of berries with a hint
of vanilla. Together they form a powerful
one-two punch of nutrients and antioxidants.
Oh, and it tastes deliciously fruity and
naturally sweet.

+

911 507 -

20

916 807

18 - 901 055 FRUITY
VRAC

12

A refreshing blend of green tea with lemon
peels and lemon aroma.

FL AV O R ED T EA S

7 - 901 347 FLOWERED

18

ref. 911 520
VRAC

KIMONO

Continuous success for this very colourful
tea with flavours of peach and apricot.
Together they create an explosion of flavor,
aroma and health benefits. This is a delicious
green tea and perfect for those who have not
tried green tea before.

+

911 511 -

20

916 811

27

Tea > Flavored Teas > Green Teas
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28 - 901 374 FRUITY

VRAC

CUDDLY COCONUT
This green coconut tea punctuated by
pineapple invites to a cuddle interlude.
Light pineapple pieces and generous
coconut chips give beat to this smooth
and exotic tea. A great music score
perfect before or after meal.

21

+
VRAC

SENCHA MYRTILLE
24

26

FL AV O R ED T EAS

A green tea with blueberries. Surprise
guaranteed for two tastes that blend
perfectly. Enjoy with a pastry.

20 - 901 249 FRUITY

VRAC

MIRA-BELLA

An exceptional tea cup, coming from the East
of France, tasting of red fruits notes, enriched
by lychee note. This tea, made by hand from
tea bushes selected for their very long tips,
is produced only in summer upon request.
A chance of enjoyment not to be mis.

+

20

22 - 901 342 FRUITY

VRAC

THÉ VERT SAVEUR
VIOLETTE

This subtle pleasantly floral mix brings
lightness and sweetness.

23 - 911 525 FRUITY

28

Bright golden yellow cup with well-balanced
delicate and fruity flavours, where lemon
notes surrounds the green tea vegetal notes.
Very nice and bright at all times. As good hot
as iced!

+

911 509 - 20 916 809
Also available in iced tea

25 - 901 057 FRUITY

VRAC

COCKTAIL D’ORIENT

A fruity Sencha combining a lightgreen tea
with the sweetness of the fruits of the East.
911 525 -

20

916 835

29 - 901 376

VRAC

as
X-Ma
e
T

ORGANIC FAIRY
CHRISTMAS

A Green tea with a magical and HO HO
ORGANIC recipe! As a wonderful gifts-filled
hood, this clear cup tea, happily delivers
generous orange and mandarin notes, the
whole carefully enrobed by a party spicies mix.
20

916 845

27 - 901 341 GREEDY

VRAC

A Sencha with mallow flowers on a vanilla
background. The aroma of this tea shouts
“Welcome Home”.

31 - 901 058 RUSSIAN

VRAC

A fabulous Christmas green tea on background of spices and twinkling stars
-Mas
or meteors. Green tea with dominant X ea
notes of lemon and toffee, lemon peels. T

VRAC

GURUCHKA SENCHA
The classical Russian Earl Grey with
a green tea. Now, all the fans of Earl
Grey teas have their green tea.

32 - 901 402 FRUITÉ

GREEN CHRISTMAS

+

A cup that offers an idyllic getaway. It is
as if a Vahiné had come to meet you with
a luscious beverage with rich orange and
vanilla flavours. A zest of delicacy!

SENCHA DE LA VAHINÉ

The most refreshing hot tea, with hints
of licorice. As good hot as cold.

911 527 -

VRAC

ORGANIC ORANGE
VAHINÉ

30 - 901 109 GREEDY

GAN CAO

+

29 - 901 401 GREEDY

VRAC

FRUITY

A blend enhanced by orange peels. It gives
the green tea a wonderfully sweet twist!

+

JAPAN LIME

VRAC

SHISENDO

22

VRAC

916 842

21 - 901 056 FRUITY

27

24 - 901 108 FRUITY

916 844 - Also available in iced tea

FL AV O R ED T EA S

19 - 901 294 FRUITY

20

VRAC

ORGANIC MANGO
CUDDLE

The carnal sweetness of ripe mango with a hint
of lemongrass. Organic, as good hot as iced,
this green tea is like a big hug not to be missed
under any circumstances!

911 523
29

Tea > Flavored Teas > Oolong

Tea > Flavored Teas > White Teas

Oolong

Flavored

White
Teas

1

Blends

Wu Long means “black dragon”. The
legend of its creation recounts that,
around 300 years ago, a tea planter
from the region of Fujian was walking
through the tea plants, wondering
how to create new varieties and “obtain” new tastes.

2

A 19th century traveler had observed
that to make these teas, the Chinese
left freshly picked leaves and buds in
the sun, then in the shade.

Suddenly a dragon, an emblematic
animal in China, came out of one of
the trees. The tea planter interpreted
this as a good omen, picked a few
leaves, left them to ferment for a
shorter time than usual and discovered original new flavor notes. Oolong
tea was born.

These slightly silvery leaves, covered
by a fine white down, are broad and
unrolled.
Their liquor is relatively surprising,
since it is non-tannic, very clear and
light, with a very delicate apricot
flavour. These teas have fresh, floral
notes. White teas are often drunk in
the summertime in Asia, as cooling
refreshment.

3

It is partially fermented, with fermentation having been deliberately
halted before the transformation
into black tea has been completed.

1

Its very subtle, delicate flavor varies
depending on its fermentation rate.
It may have white floral notes, or
chestnut, honey or hazelnut flavor.

FL AV O R ED T EAS

1 - 901 259 SPICY

4

VRAC

as
X-Ma
e
T

WHITE CHRISTMAS

Light, delicate, timeless, this tea combines
its silvery leaves with red berries and sparkle
beads. Crystalline slightly sweet cup.

+

911 528

2 - 901 290 FLOWERED
3

ref. 911 512

1 - 901 293 FRUITY

OOLONG ALOHA

A perfume of escape - the semi-fermented
tea gives a taste of paradise to this tea with
exotic fruits (mango - passion fruit - banana).
Close your eyes to be on a far away beach.

2 - 901 282 FRUITY

VRAC

CHESTNUT OOLONG
Based on an Oolong tea, this chestnutflowered tea smells like South of France.
A sip of it will make you feel on vacation!
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3 - 901 250 GREEDY

VRAC

OOLONG CARAMEL
SEASALT

The salted butter toffee sticks to the image of
the French Britanny and conquered the world.
Now the oolong with salted butter toffee will
also oolong strengthen the image of Comptoir
Français du Thé a faultless world tour. Enjoy
with a Kouign amann or pancakes at the
shade of a menhir.

+

911 512 -

20

916 812

4 - 901 395 GREEDY

3 - 901 289 FRUITY

VRAC

VRAC

MORELLO CHERRY
TEA

ARABIAN NIGHTS

Un thé gourmand aux mille et une saveurs.
Telle une lampe que l’on frotte pour exhausser
ses vœux les plus fous, ce Oolong gourmand
vous mène vers un banquet savoureux aux
notes de miel, de fève de tonka et de figue.

SLEEPLESS NIGHT
IN ROME

A white tea light associated with Roman
chamomile, calm and well-being ensured.

2
VRAC

VRAC

4

The lightness of white tea exalts the
sweetness of the cherry tangy followed
by the rhubarb.

4 - 901 396 FLOWERED

VRAC

WHITE LIKE PINK

A smooth, perfumed and simply gorgeous
white tea. Raspberry, rose and passion join
with elegance to make this tea one of the
most beautiful creations of Comptoir Français
du Thé. A must have that cannot be missed,
a tea to discover.
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FL AV O R ED T EA S

ref. 911 517

Tea > Flavored Teas > Blends
2

7

3

8

Mixed with

Blend
Teas

9

Coming from various origins and
gardens, colorful teas are mixed to fresh
and greedy flavors.
As a result: delicious and incomparable
cups where you can find natural teas
as well as flavored teas.

10
4

11

5

1
13

6

FL AV O R ED T EAS

FL AV O R ED T EA S

12

ref. 911 514

1 - 901 010 SPICY

7 - 901 112

VRAC

SPICY BLEND TEA

4 - 901 403

An unusual and mischievous green tea
based blend, combining the thousandyear-old virtues of tea, herbs and spices.

+

911 510 -

20

916 810

2 - 901 007 FLOWERED

VRAC

ISPAHAN

Light and smooth bouquet for this floral,
fresh and velvety composition with a fragant
after taste of violet. Will bring you back the
memories of Edwardian high teas.

3 - 901 039 FLOWERED

TIBETAN TEA

VRAC

Divine alliance of vanilla, jasmine and
lavender ; the freshness and originality
of the cup with bergamot as an aftertaste
will nicely surprise.

VRAC

FRUITY

A LOVE OF ORGANIC
STRAWBERRY

A mixed organic tea with a sumptuous
strawberry present throughout the tasting.
A favourite to share with your best friend
with your best friend or to keep jealously for
yourself.

5 - 901 006 FRUITY

VRAC

SUMMER TEA

A tea with hints of laziness citrus fruit in
a cup full of citrus aromas. His melodious
tones, fresh and sweet, make it the summer
hit. To be enjoyed hot or cold.

6 - 901 349 FRUITY

EMMENEZ-MOI

VRAC

The magnificent flavors of this blend tea
come around the world. Real cornucopia,
this exotic tea lets a spicy perfume from
unknown countries and infinite summers.
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10 - 901 001 FRUITY

VRAC

SUMMERTIME

FRUITY

ORGANIC HOLIDAY
TEA

Explosive marriage between bergamot
and mint. As good hot as cold.

“A golden-hair” tea which marries the
freshness of bergamot with the sweet of
fruits. Now take a breather sit down take a
sip and the holidays aren’t as bad, are they?

8 - 901 269 FRUITY

11 - 901 031 FRUITY

12 - 901 252 FRUITY

VRAC

All the buoyancy of the South-East of France in
this joyful blend with flavours of figs!

VRAC

NOËL AUX BERMUDES
as
X-Ma
e
T

A tea to subtly express feelings when we can
not speak out loud. Both sweet and beguiling,
fresh and spicy on the finish, this is a passion
fruit based tea full of character and promises.
911 514 -

20

916 814

15 - 901 012 GREEDY

FIG OF SUN

Light and delicate with a slight taste
of crunchy cherry.

14
VRAC

LE THÉ DES
AMOUREUX

+

An unexpected mix of rhubarb
and yellow plum.

VRAC

Santa Claus exchanged his winter hat
against Bermuda short and a surfboard.
It has been said he was enjoying a bright
tea as delicious as an exotic fruits basket
on the beach.

VRAC

BLUE SAPPHIRE

CHERRY CHÉRIE
9 - 901 348 FRUITY

14 - 901 009 FRUITY

VRAC

13 - 901 267 GREEDY

VRAC

GREEDY SUNDAY

VRAC

15

Prepare to be spoiled as you sip this aromatic
treat of almond, chocolate, and cinnamon.
This rich and chocolaty blend of black and
green teas is great as an after-dinner
digestion aid and dessert tea.

SOFT NOUGAT

The almond bits release a smell of honey
and leave a sweet tender taste.
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35

T EA S

DISCOVER OUR

TEAS

Darjeeling F.O.P.
p. 41

Go on holiday and
taste teas from some
of the best gardens

Comptoir Français du Thé has also selected for you some
teas from best gardens in aim to offer you a large variety
of teas with aromatic and asserted flavors.
These black, green, white, oolong teas or even rooibos
from all around the world, transmit all aromas and the
unique taste of their terroir.
Find all subtleties and shades of teas in our catalog
and become a connoisseur.

Thé vert de Corée
“Le jardin oublié”
p. 45

TE AS

T EA S

Gunpowder
p. 44

Ceylan O.P.
p. 38

Boston 1773
p. 47
36

37

Tea > Teas > Dark > Ceylon

Tea > Teas > Dark > China
2
1
1
3
UDA
Pussellawe

Matale
& Kandy

Sechuan

Anhui
Fujian

Ratnapura

Yunnan

3

Black tea
from
Ceylon

Black tea
from
China

4

The birthplace of tea and the world’s
biggest producer until the 19th
century, China is in second place
today, behind India.

In 1972, the island of Ceylon was renamed Sri Lanka, but its old name,
dating from the British Empire, has
continued to be used in the world
of tea, and a tea from this country is
frequently referred to as a Ceylon tea.
The world’s third biggest producer,
Sri Lanka, nicknamed the island of
tea, supplies over half of the black
tea consumed in France.

There are more tea gardens in China
than there are wines in France: an
infinite number of tea categories, be
they white, yellow, green, Oolong or
black teas. Historically, China is the
oldest tea-producing country and
used to be the only tea exporter in
the world.

2

The name Ceylon tea actually covers
four major tea-growing areas and numerous tea estates. They each have
their own character and their own
specific flavour.

6

The tea leaves are harvested all year
round, at around fortnightly intervals.

These regions develop flush periods, during which the tea presents specific
aromatic notes.

1 - 901 151

VRAC

BLACK TEA

Classical Ceylon black tea with regular
leaves and a fragant flavour.

+

911 502 -

20

2 - 901 152

916 802
VRAC

CEYLAN O.P. SUPÉRIEUR
Excellent Ceylon gardens teas, all selected
for their geographic location. Excellent as
an afternoon tea, robust enough to be drunk
with a drop of milk.
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3 - 901 167

VRAC

CEYLAN O.P.
KENILWORTH

A large regular leaves Ceylon tea with fulldobied liquor, slightly sweet, even spicy.

4 - 901 168

VRAC

CEYLAN O.P.
PETTIAGALLA

A tea with very long leaves and long
deep surprising flavours.

5

T EA S

TE AS

Depending on the combination of winds, rains and the season, the nuances
and character of the teas vary greatly and, beyond a specific period, they are
no longer found for the rest of the year. This is “the Season” (a little like the seasonality of some fruit and vegetables here, very good when they are in-season
and mediocre the rest of the time).

ref. 911 502
4

1 - 901 161 ANHUI

3 - 901 164 YUNNAN

VRAC

KEEMUN CONGOU
F.O.P.

A light Chinese tea helpful for digestion,
with notes of undergrowth. Low in caffeine.

2 - 901 188 YUNNAN

GRAND YUNNAN
T.G.F.O.P.

VRAC

The colorful liquor of this Chinese tea
delivers a pronounced earthy flavor,
round and enveloping.

VRAC

YUNNAN G.F.O.P.

Produced in the south of China, this tea has
a strong character and is easy to drink. With
a full round body in the mouth, can be drunk
with a drop of milk.

4 - 901 160 YUNNAN

5 - 901 191 YUNNAN

PU ERH

The star anise and cardamon are plants
native of Asia. Associated with the Oolong
tea, these plants unite for a light infusion.

6 - 901 221

VRAC

GOLDEN YUNNAN
G.F.O.P.

A Yunnan Chinese tea with dark flavour and
penetrating savor. Can be enjoyed with milk.

VRAC

VRAC

YUNNAN

ORGANIC YUNNAN
F.O.P.

Beautiful long and regular leaves for this
Chinese tea with an earthy wrapping flavor.
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Tea > Teas > Dark > China

Tea > Teas > Dark > India
1

Sikkim
Nepal
Darjeeling

Sechuan

Anhui

Assam

Fujian
Nilgiri

Yunnan

Smoked
Teas

2

5

Black tea
from
India

6

India is the world’s biggest tea-growing country, accounting for almost a
third of total global tea production.

7 - 901 373

Indian teas are extremely varied. Firstly, because the climate conditions and
relief vary hugely from one region to
another: mountainous areas, plateau
or plains; and secondly, because the
plantations do not all have the same
varieties of tea plants.

VRAC

CHINA AND FORMOSA

LAPSANG SOUCHONG
AND CHINESE TEAS

An ingenious mix of a deep Lapsang Souchong
from Formosa Island (Taiwan) and fine black
teas from China.

3
Teas produced during the second harvest have strong sweet and fruity flavors. This is famous Muscat grapes flavor
which is looked for and delivered in these warming teas, without astringency.

7
VRAC

BLACK TEA
TE AS

Issued from different gardens, all selected for
their quality, this Darjeeling offers a cup with
a flavour of almond and ripe fruits..

+

911 503 -

20

2 - 901 173

VRAC

ASSAM T.G.F.O.P.
DHELAKAT

Authentic strong taste for this Indian tea
with large leaves.

6 - 901 218

VRAC

ORGANIC BLACK TEA
Powerful liquor with fruity aromas, quite
a pleasant strength of the cup.

916 803

5 - 901 158
VRAC

DARJEELING F.O.P.
MARGARET’S HOPE

Abundant soft flavour for this Indian tea
with a refined liquor without astringency.
Can be drunk all day long.

3 - 901 155

4 - 901 157

T EA S

1 - 901 156

VRAC

ASSAM G.F.O.P.
SUPÉRIEUR

This beautiful Indian tea with long leaves
sprinkled with golden tips, offers a strong
cup, very aromatic with honey notes.
Can be enjoyed with milk.

VRAC

BLACK TEA

Blend of Indian teas from different gardens.
Copper colour, liquor with strong taste.
4

40

41

Tea > Teas > Green > Japan
2

Kyoto / Ugi
Fukuoka / Yame

Tokyo

Kagoshima

Green tea
from
Japan

3

Unlike all the other green teas produced around the world, Japanese
green teas are not prepared using
the traditional Chinese process
but, instead, undergo a very specific roasting process, using steam,
giving them an immediately
recognisable glossy appearance
and slightly salty flavour.
The most common tea grades are
Bancha, Sencha and Gyokuro. Top-ofthe-range Gyokuro and Sencha grade
teas can be very expensive. Matcha –
powdered green tea – is mainly used
during the Tea Ceremony.

TE AS

T EA S

4

1 - 901 204

3 - 901 208 JAPAN

VRAC

JAPAN KUKICHA C

HONSHU & KYUSHU

GENMAICHA
FINEST JAPON

The combination of puffed rice with
Japanese green tea reveals an original cup,
slightly sweet even a bit honeydew.

2 - 901 206 JAPAN
1

VRAC

SENCHA MAKOTO

A Japanese sencha with a strong subtle
liquor.

42

VRAC

A Japanese tea with a slightly creamy
aftertaste with discreet hints of sweet iodine.
To offer as a soft entry into the world of
green teas.

4 - 911 014

VRAC

JAPAN

MATCHA - TEABAG 40 G

This green powder tea, based on a Gyokuro,
is used for the traditional Tea Ceremony.
It perfectly suits for your pastries recipes.
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Tea > Teas > Green > China

Tea > Teas > Green Tea > South Korea, India & Ceylon

2

Sechuan

8

5

Our teas from
somewhere else

Anhui
Fujian

Yunnan

1

Green tea
from
China

6

3

7

It is very difficult to propose a grading system due to a lack of rigour
and precise standards, particularly
since certain teas can correspond to
several different criteria.

2

Grading may be carried out on the
basis of the tea shape, or the name of
the region, or the production method.
For example: Teas with leaves rolled
into balls, such as Gunpowder or Chun
Mee, in which the “balls” will be larger
since they are rolled lengthways.

4

TE AS

1 - 901 207 YUNNAN

VRAC

YUNNAN VERT

A green Chinese tea which offers an
exquisite lively sweet cup with earthy
notes, typical the region of Yunnan.

2 - 901 199 ZHEJIANG

VRAC

4 - 901 210 JIANGSU

CHINA LUNG CHING
Harvested in the spring, the best picking
time, this Chinese tea with flat jade green
leaves, gives a very nice aromatic liquor,
delicate and silky, with a slight sweet
aftertaste.

GUNPOWDER*

5 - 901 225

A strong Chinese tea famous for its leaves
rolled into little balls, also associated with
the well-known Maghreb mint tea.

+

911 519 -

20

916 824

3 - 901 203 ZHEJIANG

SENCHA

VRAC

The word “Sencha” in China means “brewed
tea”. Strong taste, golden yellow cup,
digestive characteristics.
44

* While stocks last

VRAC

CHINA

ORGANIC
GUNPOWDER

6 - 901 226

VRAC

The famous Chinese tea with rolled leaves
into little balls and a strong flavour.

VRAC

Ceylon
1 - 901 334 NUWARA ELIYA

CHINA

ORGANIC CHUN MEE
A Chinese tea with leaves rolled like the
ones of a Gunpowder, bright taste.

7 - 901 229

VRAC

CHINA

ORGANIC SENCHA
Strong taste for this Chinese tea with
flat leaves.

8 - 901 150

VRAC

CHINA

CHINESE GREEN
TEA MIX*

A subtle fully-bodied cup which evolves
on a soft acidulated flavor.
*Available while stocks last

ref. 911 518

T EA S

ref. 911 519

1

VRAC

CEYLAN GREEN CURLS

This green tea with twisted leaves reveals notes of vegetable. Harvested
in approximately 2000 meters of height, it charms with its non-bitter taste.
Better without milk.

South Korea
2 - 901 212 YANGYANG

VRAC

GREEN TEA FROM KOREA

This small family-owned tea garden produces a tea with gently rolled leaves,
revealing a cup of bright lively liquor, without acidity or pungency, exhibiting
round green notes slightly creamy.

+

911 518 -

20

916 818
45

Tea > Teas > Oolong & White > China

Tea > Teas > Blend

Our other teas
from China

Black

4

and

1

Green
teas blends

6

1

A blend is a mix between teas
from different varieties and origins
which creates a unique and harmonious flavored cup. This practice
also permits to balance quality differences from a same garden from
one year to another.

5

Blends traditionally drunk at
breakfast are mostly strong whereas lighter blends are preferred in the
afternoon.

Oolong from China
1 - 901 197 FUJIAN & GUANGDONG

2

VRAC

CHINESE OOLONG

1 - 901 137

VRAC

CEYLON & INDIA

ENGLISH MIX F.O.P.

A blend of Ceylon and Indian black teas for
a deep amber cup with a fragant flavour.

2 - 901 141
ASSAM & CEYLON

SCOTTISH MIX
TE AS

3
2

Powerful taste and color for this blend
(Assam and Ceylon) with strong character.

STRONG BREAKFAST
B.O.P.

2 - 901 254 CHINA

PAI MU TAN

The leaves of this Chinese tea, dried in the sun, have a wrinkled aspect and provide
a crystal-clear cup, with a fresh flavour, slightly tasting of apricot.

46

Assam and Ceylon small leaves are blended
for a powerful tea with fully developped
aromas. A great classic for breakfast!
To drink with milk.

4 - 901 144
VRAC

*Contains tea

VRAC

ASSAM, KENYA & YUNNAN

BOSTON 1773

A rich full-bodied blend, full of character
with a well-balanced aromatic bouquet.
Combination of the best qualities of
Assam, Kenya and Yunnan.

+

911 506 -

20

6 - 901 145

7

916 806
VRAC

ASSAM, CEYLON & SUMATRA

IRISH MIX B.O.P.

3 - 901 142
ASSAM & CEYLON

White teas from China

5 - 901 148

T EA S

A delicate infusion, a fresh light taste for this semi-fermented Chinese tea to be drunk
all day long.

VRAC

ASSAM, CEYLON & JAVA

Blend of small-leaved teas from Ceylon,
Assam, Sumatra, all selected for their
strength and power. Drink it with a drop milk

7 - 901 216

VRAC

INDIA & CHINA

ORGANIC MORNING
TEA
Body and roundness for this blend of
unsmoked teas from India and China.

IRISH MIX F.O.P.

A morning tea straight, round and fullbodied, with a deep nice colour, prepared
on a basis of Assam, Ceylon and Java
with large leaves.
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HE R B AL T EAS
& R OOIB OS

DISCOVER OUR

African sweety
p. 57

HERBAL TEAS
AND
ROOIBOS
A quiet and soft return
after the summer
holidays, with OUR
HERBAL TEAS
AND ROOIBOS

To get back to work and resume pace perfectly and
smoothly, herbal teas and rooibos, from Comptoir Français
du Thé, invite you to travel,to have time for yourselves and
spend necessary time to relax.
Building on the success of its bulk mixtures sold in specialised
shops, the trademark offers to expand its offering to boxes of
20 individual tea bags.

Camomille
p. 56

African Dream Bio
p. 57

Nectar royal
p. 52

Zan detox
p. 56

HE R B AL T EAS
& R OOIB OS

HE R B AL TE AS
& RO OI BOS
Pomme fraîche Bio
p. 54

African sweety
p. 57

50

Tilleul Menthe
p. 56

Tendre Gingembre
p. 54

51

Herbal Teas > Fruits

Fruity
Herbal
Teas

3
6

9

5

Fruity herbal teas, made of selective
flowers and fruits, are naturally rich in
vitamins, minerals and antioxidants.

2

Theine-free and caffeine-free, they
can be drunk cold or hot at any time
for a moment of relaxation and
gourmandize.
7

8

10

1
4

as
X-Ma
Te

HOT WINE INFUSION
Hot and comforting, this drink announces
Christmas and will warm your senses or
will simply offer you a moment of pleasure.
Gingerbread perfectly fits with this
beverage.

2 - 940 010 FRUITY

VRAC

as
X-Ma
Te

CHRISTMAS FRUITS
INFUSION
HE R B AL TE AS
& RO OI BOS

A fresh and delicately spiced infusion tasting
of traditional cakes.

3 - 940 005 FRUITY

BORA BORA

VRAC

This healthy, vitamin-packed herbal tisane
is the delicious strawberry lemonade you’ve
been waiting for. Delicious hot or iced.

52

4 - 940 002 FRUITY

VRAC

CRAZY CITRUS

An aromatic pairing of oranges and citrus
fruits with soothing flowers creates an
exciting and rare herbal harmony. If you
enjoy oranges, don’t miss this delicious tea.

5 - 940 004 FRUITY

VRAC

HERBAL TEA WITH
RED FRUITS

An red berries cocktail of peach bits,
hibiscus, rosehip, apple bits, pineapple
pieces, orange peel, berries, raisins, rose
and sunflower petals that brews up a
mouthwatering cup of herbal tea.

+

20

916 831
Also available in iced tea

6 - 940 008 FRUITY

VRAC

MÉDITERRANÉE

Fresh, delicate, nuanced, an infusion
with the good smell of the South.

7 - 940 009 FRUITY

VRAC

BLUE LAGOON

GREEDY

PEACH MELBA

GREEDY

VRAC

11

FRUITY

It’s a real beauty, full of charm and fantasy
for a pure indulgence. Our advice : Enjoy
this brew a bit cool for an optimal play
of the flavors.
VRAC

POP INFUSION

SPRING OF LADYBUG

The ideal partner during playgrounds and snack
time. A refreshing organic infusion arranged
with fruits, natural aromas, no sugar added (less
than 1 kcal per 100 mL), enhanced by a fina
and lovely note. At last an infusion to share with
our children, to enjoy either hot or old.

A fruity herbal tea with pineapple, raspberry,
apple and pop corn. An herbal tea which
smells good and which is synonym of greedy
pleasure.

VRAC

A delightfully harmonious blend of juicy peach
pieces, vanilla, orange peels, apple, sunflower
petals and rosehips create a most peaceful
blend.

12 - 940 038

VRAC

THE GREEDY

10 - 901 332 GREEDY

This wonderful herbal tisane is given the
depth of colour by the hibiscus petals. The
combination of mint and lemongrass makes for
a really refreshing drink that will certainly give
you that get up and go feeling in the morning.

8 - 940 006

9 - 940 013

11 - 940 033 FRUITY

VRAC

HE R B AL T EAS
& R OOIB OS

1 - 940 026 SPICY

VRAC

12

MAORI SPRING

A thirst-quenching and lightly tangy
infusion based on apple, strawberry
and kiwi. To enjoy with family, hot or cold.
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Herbal Teas > Fruits & Plants

Herbal Teas > Plants

1

Fruity
and
Plants

Herbal
teas

1

2

Plants
Herbalteas

2

Our herbal teas combine the sweetness of lime, the bitterness of mate
and freshness of citrus…
Mix the best plants to benefit all of their
natural properties.

4
3

Fruits, plants, plants and fruits: a perfect
combination for a gourmet pleasure.
Delicacies at their best…

3

4

5

6

6
5

7

4 - 940 023 FRUITY

VRAC

YOGI*

1 - 940 017 SPICY

3 - 940 015 FRUITY

VRAC

SPICY TI ZAN

The combination of cardamom, ginger,
star anise and licorice creates a stimulating
mix for a great shape.

HE R B AL TE AS
& RO OI BOS

2 - 940 028

ORGANIC
MARVELOUS ANISE

An herbal tea with a good taste of anise,
enhanced by a bright citronella flavor.

54

*Contains tea

Green tea, black Yunnan tea, lemon,
ananas and lemongrass peels, this infusion
is your partner all day long.

4 - 940 030

A soft, tonic and light herbal tea with a slight
taste of citrus.

2 - 916 819

VRAC

ORGANIC HERBAL TEA

PLANT

+

ORGANIC
CHAMOMILE TEA

The delicious mix between strong ginger
and soft rose.
20

916 833

VRAC

FRUITY / PLANT

ORGANIC SWEET
CHAMOMILLE

VRAC

SPICY

TI PINEAPPLE *

VRAC

SPICY

5 - 940 031

VRAC

Traditional Indian drink made with spices.
This infusion should be drunk with milk. One
teaspoon of tea for 0.6 l of milk. Boil at low
heat with a pinch of black tea (Ceylon BOP
or rather an Assam BOP). Infuse, strain and
sweeten with honey or brown sugar.

6 - 940 029

VRAC

GREEDY

ORGANIC FRESH APPLE
An herbal tea where the combination between
apple and mint offer a refreshing travel.

+

20

916 832

+

20

916 843

3 - 916 817 PLANT

20

LIME HERBAL TEA

This mix combines the soft and honeyed
perfumes of the lime with the tonic freshness
of the mint. Perfect at the end of a meal.

*Contains tea

ZAN DETOX

6 - 940 040 PLANT

Mate is a very appreciated plant in numerous
countries of South America which grant it
many virtues. This one is associated with
a touch of citronella and with notes of citrus
fruits to bring a fresh taste. You can drink
it hot or iced.

+

911 515 -

20

916 815 -

901 574

5 - 940 032

This well-known and timeless herbal tea
will wrap you into peaceful nights. Perfect
at the end of a meal.

VRAC

VRAC

LA BELLE ÉCHAPPÉE
ORGANIC

A remarkable infusion of 5 plants for a breath
of fresh air. A round and honeyed attack, with
a slight aniseed touch. Then comes then come
the lemony notes before finishing with a touch
of freshness. Organic and just inspiring.

VRAC

FRUITY

ORGANIC SWEET
VERBENA

This infusion is composed of a refined organic
verbena. It’s the final touch
after an heavy meal.

+

20

916 841

7 - 901 331 PLANT

VRAC

ORGANIC DETOX
MATÉ

A 100% ORGANIC maté, toning and energizing
from Brazil, with luminous herbaceous notes.
An infusion that makes you smile.

FIND OUR NEW CHAI
TEA ON P. 17

Brochure tarifs p.25

55

HE R B AL T EAS
& R OOIB OS

1 - 940 021 SPICY

Tea > Flavored > Rooibos
8

5

Flavored

1

Rooibos
2
Rooibos is a plant that grows in the
South African bush, which has the Latin
name of Aspalathus.This spiny shrub
with fine, needle-like leaves grows wild
in the region of Cederberg in Africa,
north-west of Cape Town.

4

Once they have been cut, the stems are
collected and placed under the sun.
Fermentation occurs, oxidising the initially green leaf to turn it red.
Obviously, since it is caffeine (thein)
and tannin-free, it is mellow and easy
to drink at any time of the day.

3

9
6

réf. 916 830
réf. 911 501

3 - 901 128

VRAC

VRAC

PLANT

FRUITY

ORGANIC AFRICAN
ROOIBUSH

ORGANIC AFRICAN
EARL GREY

HE R B AL TE AS
& RO OI BOS

Plant from the South African bush, this
sweet-flavored tea is not without caffeine.

2 - 901 126

VRAC

FRUITY

ORGANIC AFRICAN
SUMMER
A Rooibush flavored with citrus.

A Rooibush flavored with bergamot. The
wonderfully fresh aroma of real Bergamot
blended with rooibos tea to give the classic
Earl Grey taste.

4 - 901 100 SPICY

AFRICAN CUP

VRAC

A spicy composition with citrus notes.
It provides a delicious departure from
the ordinary.

5 - 901 343 FRUITY

7 - 901 130

VRAC

VIOLETTE ROOIBOS

The mix between a strong flowered Rooibos
with the sweetness of the violet offers a
great moment of flavors.

6 - 901 101 SPICY

VRAC

AFRICAN NOËL

as
X-Ma
e
T

A Christmas rooibush with a background of
red pepper, orange peel and ginger pieces. It
is a wonderful satisfying ensemble bursting
with health benefits you’ll enjoy.

9 - 901 127

VRAC

Brochure tarifs p.26

*Jusqu’à épuisement des stocks

10

FRUITY

GREEDY

ORGANIC ROOIBOS
WITH RED FRUITS &
CITRUS

ORGANIC AFRICAN
VANILLA

A fresh soft background of red fruits and citrus
make this tea a pure joy in a cup.

+

20

916 830

8 - 940 019 GREEDY

BUSH TI ZAN

A Rooibush with delicate vanilla notes. The
red Rooibos is naturally filled with vitamin C,
minerals, and proteins. And combined with
vanilla it makes a wonderful tea.

10 - 901 330 GREEDY

The natural honeydew taste of honeybush, a
South African plant, with soothing properties,
pairs very well with lime blossom and offers
you an ideal soft drink for the evening.

*Jusqu’à épuisement des stocks

VRAC

VRAC

STRAWBERRY
ROOIBOS

This flavored rooibush with strawberry
and whipped cream is a treat for all hours
of the day, for adults and children. As good
warm as iced.

+
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VRAC

HE R B AL T EAS
& R OOIB OS

1 - 901 224

911 501 -

20

916 801

Brochure tarifs p.26-27
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iced

58
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IC ED TE AS

teas

POSTERS
DISCOVER OUR

Poster
“Les Thés Givrés”
Poster A3 size

ICED
TEAS

ref. 505 109

POP
“Les Thés Givrés”
POP A4 Size
ref. 505 110

Take a break
and enjoy
a refreshing
sip !

For a highly colorful, delicious and fresh summer,
Comptoir Français du Thé offers six references of teas,
to be served chilled.
Easy to prepare, a pouch contains 10 bags and each of them
allows you to make 1 liter of tea. Two methods are available:
you can steep a pyramidal tea bag in 1 liter of water and put it
into the fridge for 2 hours, before removing the bag and adding
ice cubes. Otherwise, for people who are in a hurry, you can
steep a bag for 5 minutes in 1 liter of simmering water, before
pouring it in a carafe full of ice cubes. Summer will be marked
by greed!

Storefront poster Collector
A3 Size
THÉ GLACÉ

SOUS LE SOLEIL
EXACTEMENT
LE THÉ DE L’ÉTÉ !

ICE D TE AS

60

Thé des Oasis
Réf. 916 829

Coco Câline
Réf. 916 846

Thé de l’été
Réf. 916 840

“Thé de l’été”

“Thé des Oasis”

ref. 505 136

réf. 505 122

ref. 505 116

Japan Lime
Réf. 916 821

*Posters available while stocks last

“Japan Lime”

“La source des Maoris”

ref. 505 119

ref. 505 124

61

IC ED TE AS

La source des Maoris
(Infusion)
Réf. 916 836

“Coco Câline”

OUR

PACKAGING

Gradually, our filters, threads and tags will be made of PLA
(bio-sourced material), which ! vegetable-based and biodegradable.

FLAVORED TEAS
PACKAGINGS

FLAVORED TEAS

réf. 901 571 **

réf. 911 521*

réf. 911 516

réf. 916 826

réf. 916 816

réf. 911 524*

réf. 911 508

réf. 916 834

réf. 916 808

réf. 911 522*

réf. 911 520

réf. 916 825

réf. 901 575**

réf. 916 845

réf. 911 510

réf. 916 810

réf. 911 512

réf. 916 844

réf. 911 514

réf. 916 812

réf. 916 814

TEAS

réf. 911 511

réf. 911 525
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réf. 916 811

réf. 916 835

réf. 901 573 **

réf. 901 572 **

réf. 911 509

réf. 911 513

réf. 916 809

réf. 916 813

*Jusqu’à épuisement des stocks ** Les poches pré-remplies contiennent du vrac

réf. 911 507

réf. 916 807

réf. 916 842

réf. 911 502

réf. 916 802

réf. 911 506*

réf. 916 806

réf. 911 519*

réf. 916 824*

réf. 911 518

réf. 916 818

réf. 911 503

réf. 916 803
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PACKAGING

HERBAL TEAS
PACKAGINGS

TIN BOXES COMPTOIR
FRANÇAIS DU THÉ

réf. 916 817

réf. 901 574**

réf. 911 515

PACKAGINGS

OUR

+

réf. 916 815

Personalize your tin
box with the label
of your choice

réf. 916 841

réf. 916 831

Personalize your tin
box with the label
of your choice

réf. 916 843

réf. 916 832

Tin box “Gourmet Travel”
Length - width : 70x70 mm
Height : 100 mm

Tin box “Bon voyage féérique”
Length - width : 70x70 mm
Height : 100 mm

ref. 710 006

ref. 710 008

réf. 916 833

FLOWPACK
ROOIBOS

réf. 916 830

réf. 911 501

réf. 916 801

Gradually, our filters,
threads and tags will be
made of PLA
(bio-sourced material),
which ! vegetable-based
and biodegradable.
Le Comptoir Français du Thé
now supplies colorful tea bags.
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COFFRET
CADEAU
INÉDIT !

GIFT BOXES

PACKAGINGS

PACKAGINGS

OUR

Premium Gift Box
“Paradis sur Terre”
Assortment of 6 recipes, 36 tea bags
- Thé des Amoureux
- Goût Russe
- Thé des Oasis
- Japan Lime
- Oolong Caramel Beurre Salé
- Zan Detox
ref. 922 023
Gift box sold already filled
6 sets per lot

Gift Box
“Délices en Noir”

Gift Box
“Délices en Vert”

Assortment of 5 recipes
- Christophe Colomb
- Vanille Chantilly
- Grand Earl Grey
- Guruchka
- Boston 1773

Assortment of 5 recipes
- Japan Lime
- Kimono
- Connivence
- Thé des Oasis
- Jardin Oublié de Corée

ref. 922 028
Gift box sold already filled
15 sets per lot

ref. 922 026
Gift box sold already filled
15 sets per lot

“Bon Voyage en Vert” Tea Gift Set

“Chaï” Box

Assortment of 4 teas, 20 bags
- Connivence
- Coco Câline
- Mira-Bella
- Oriental Cocktail

It includes 70gr of Wonderful ChaÏ, 6 bags
of ingredients to compose your own recipes,
what to prepare and pack your creations as
well as valuable preparation tips.

réf. 922 034
Gift box sold already filled
6 sets per lot

Gift Basket
“Bon Voyage Gourmand”

Herbal tea Gift basket
“Bon Voyage Gourmand”

Assortment of 4 teas, 20 tea bags
- Japan Lime
- Oolong Caramel Beurre Salé
- Christophe Colomb
- Thé des Amoureux

Assortment of 4 herbal teas, 20 tea bags - Zan Detox
- Nectar Royal
- Pomme fraîche Bio
- Tendre Gingembre Bio

ref. 922 024
Gift box sold already filled
6 sets per lot

Gift “Croisière des thés”
10 compartments
Perfect to present your Comptoir
Français du thé flowpack.
ref. 922 030
29,6 x 22 x 6 cm
Gift box sold empty

réf. 922 035
Gift box sold already filled
6 sets per lot

ref. 922 025
Gift box sold already filled
6 sets per lot

Gift box of fairy teas “Bon Voyage
Féérique”
Assortment of 4 fairy teas, 20 tea bags
- Noël en Alsace
- Étoile du 25
- Noël en Vert
- Noël aux Bermudes

Gift Box
“Echappée Gourmande dans le
Grand Nord”
ref. 408 030*
Gift box sold empty

réf. 922 027
Gift box sold already filled
6 sets per lot
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OUR

FLYERS

TEA POSTERS

FLYERS

POSTERS
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Download these posters on our website!
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For more information please contact
Charlotte Courcier at c.courcier@salpa.fr
Christian Vasseur at c.vasseur@salpa.fr

RUE DU PONT DE PÉAGE / 67118 GEISPOLSHEIM / CS30082 / 67403 ILLKIRCH CEDEX
Tél : 03 90 40 31 00 / Fax : 03 90 40 31 19 / contact@comptoir-francais-du-the.fr
www.comptoir-francais-du-the.fr
COORDONNÉES BANCAIRES : Banque PALATINE 40978 00059 11968608001 44 / SAS capital 1 100 000 Euros
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